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RACING GAME

The customer is a consulting company based in Belgium. They lead,
execute and support solutions based on the Globis software platform.

About the
project

Project Racing Game is a “print-on-demand” solution. The objective is to
allow customers to create their own unique large size (1600 x 1030 mm)
gameboard through:

a fully flexible race track
design

personalized decoration with
images, drawings and text

Users have the choice to:
start from scratch and create
their own fully unique design, or

Challenge

buy designs created by other users
and posted on the reseller database,
with the possibility to edit (translate)
the text used on the gameboard

We were asked to create a web application that would allow the creation of
unique gameboards. The application was to have the following capabilities:

race track design - the possibility to outline
the desired shape, transform and modify it
race track print file - after design creation,
the user must be able to save the gameboard
in a print ready PDF file
race track view file - we were required to
deliver the possibility of reducing the size of
the print ready file and of zooming it in order
to view it online

Solution

We used a mathematical approach during the implementation of this
project. These were mathematical solutions associated with vectors and
the intersection of figures.

The math solutions we used:

Mathematical solutions
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Mathematical solutions
associated with the
intersection of figures
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Key Features

Save your design in a print ready
PDF file

Decorate your race track with
images, drawings and text

Create your own gameboard
design from scratch or buy other
users’ designs

Reduce the size of the print
ready file or zoom it to view online

Modify race track components

Technologies
AngularJS 1.0

MongoDB

NodeJs

Fabric.js

EXPRESS
Bootstrap 4
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